ACCELERATE YOUR

CAREER TODAY!

ELT Guides Attorneys to be Skilled
Litigators Faster

REGISTER NOW
ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER

GAIN COMPETENCE AND CONFIDENCE

When you start your career as an attorney, you
quickly realize how much they did not teach in law
school. It can take years to learn the essential
litigation skills necessary to become a competent
and trusted litigator. ELT will rapidly accelerate your
career by guiding you through years’ worth of
learning and experience in just two days. Whether
you are working in a law firm or starting your own
practice, you will leave ELT with skills and
understanding far beyond your years and be
positioned for success.

Junior attorneys often become frustrated and
impatient when their work does not have its desired
effect, even though they spent countless hours in its
preparation. This can often be explained by the fact
that the work performed does not accomplish the
greater objective. By showing you how the pieces fit
together, so that you can employ that knowledge in
your work, ELT guides you to a path where you can
quickly gain confidence and competence to be
effective and successful.

Why You Need This Now!
QUICKLY UNDERSTAND THE

PROCESS

The civil litigation process is similar to a puzzle with a
variety of pieces that eventually fit together. Like any
puzzle, it is critical to understand the whole picture
to properly assemble it. In civil litigation, junior
attorneys usually work on small pieces of the
litigation puzzle, but almost never get an
understanding of how their piece fits into the greater
case puzzle. ELT provides a comprehensive review of
the litigation process to allow you to understand
how your work fits in the big picture, making you a
more effective litigator with the ability to maneuver
at a substantially higher level than your experience
might otherwise allow.

OUTPERFORM EXPECTATIONS

Firms rarely place particularly high expectations on
junior associates, often assigning them menial
assignments and slowly bringing them along over
the course of several years. The comprehensive
training provided by ELT will provide you the
opportunity to meaningfully contribute quickly,
allowing you to demonstrated a seasoned and
advanced understanding of litigation procedure that
will exceed expectations and open doors of greater
opportunity and career advancement.
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HOW ARE YOU

MISSING OUT?

ELT Guides Attorneys to be Skilled
Litigators Faster

REGISTER NOW
YOU'LL HAVE LESS OPPORTUNITY

YOU'LL EXPERIENCE INCREASE FRUSTRATION

It can take years to effectively grasp the litigation
process. During that time, you’ll often be forced to
endure slow and difficult lessons that can be
frustrating and stressful. Attending ELT will provide
you an immediate foundation to demonstrate an
effective grasp of litigation concepts so that greater
opportunity will be available to you far sooner,
allowing you to advance your career at a speed you
might not have considered.

Litigation is not for the faint of heart. Adding a lack
of direction and understanding to that equation
tends to cause junior attorneys unnecessary stress
and frustration which, in turn, reduces
effectiveness. Rather than entering into that
negative space, or learning bad habits from prior
examples, ELT will provide you the perspective you
can rely upon to quickly gain competence and
confidence!

YOU'LL BE LESS PRODUCTIVE

A LACK OF UNDERSTANDING LEADS TO A

At the beginning of your legal career, you will be
required to work long hours. While there is no
avoiding the commitment to your craft, you can
avoid having to work twice as hard to accomplish
the same task. Junior attorneys often have to redo
assignments or have their billable hours cut because
they lack a fundamental understanding of their
assigned task and how it fits within the context of
the litigation puzzle. ELT will put you in a position to
be more effective faster, teaching you critical and
fundamental litigation techniques and strategies
that will reduce ineffective and wasteful
time. Understanding how your piece of work fits
within the litigation puzzle will not only make you
more successful, it will make the hours you work
more productive and less wasteful.

LACK OF RESULTS

If you try to put together a puzzle without knowing
what the end product is supposed to look like you
will either fail to complete it or take far, far longer to
do so. The same is true with work in civil litigation. If
you do not understand what you are doing and how
it fits within the litigation puzzle, you will not get the
results you want. The comprehensive training
provided by ELT gives you the end product puzzle
picture, providing you the perspective and
understanding of the litigation process to be more
effective and successful in your career.
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